Comparison of potassium ISFETs with the Radiometer KNA1 and the Corning 902 ion selective electrode analysers for whole blood potassium ion estimation.
Evaluation of the performance of potassium ion sensitive field effect transistors (K+ ISFETs), developed by Thorn EMI in a form suitable for mass production and for incorporation in 'near the patient' analysers, showed only very small constant and proportional biases against the Radiometer KNA1 and the Corning 902 for whole blood potassium ion estimation. Between batch imprecision tests with whole blood showed the K+ ISFET was comparable in performance to the Corning 902 but inferior to the Radiometer KNA1. The evaluation demonstrated that ISFET manufacturing technology has now reached a stage of development at which ISFETs should be considered seriously for use in clinical chemical analysers.